
 

Simon Berry Optometrist  

Ethical Sourcing questionnaire 

 

General: 

Does the manufacturer and/or distributer have their own environmental policy, or can they 

demonstrate that ethical concerns are important to them when making commercial decisions? 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

The building blocks for monkeyglasses® DNA was laid in 2009. Ever since, our design philosophy has 

been “look good while doing good”. Mai-Britt and Morten Seaton, the CEO’s of monkeyglasses®’s 

vision was, to make eyewear that was fashionable, as well as affordable and sustainable at the 

same time. They started looking for manufactures and suppliers that could comply with the 

guidelines in UN’s Global Compact on corporate social responsibility, and began studying 

sustainable materials. The result was the solution monkeyglasses® represent today, where 

monkeyglasses® is made from biodegradable raw materials like acetate, which consists of more 

than 95 % cotton and a concept that combines respect for the people involved in making the 

glasses, as well as taking care of the environment and our planet. 

Another important issue for Mai-Britt and Morten Seaton was, “Save The Orangutan”. A project that 

works to save and protect the thousands of wild orangutans, that are victims of the destruction of 

their rainforest home. By supporting this project, there would be a benefit for someone that needed 

the support, if it went well for monkeyglasses©. It brings us great joy to support this project, and to 

follow Mai-Britts adoptive orangutan Cinta’s way back into the wild, where she belongs.  

 

We believe, that it is as important for the consumers as it is for the opticians that represents 

monkeyglasses©, to understand how and why monkeyglasses© is a sustainable brand. This lead us 

to make our Closed Loop, that explains the whole life of one pair of monkeyglasses©. You can see 

the loop with further explanations on our website: http://www.monkeyglasses.com/about-

monkeyglasses.html 

 

Does the manufacuturer and/or distributer have an environmental, quality management or health 

and safety management system in place (e.g. ISO14001, ISO9001, OHSAS18991) or any other 

environmental certifications? 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

monkeyglasses® have no sub suppliers in our production, and all of our suppliers comply the 

guidelines in UN’s Global Compact on corporate social responsibility.  

http://www.monkeyglasses.com/about-monkeyglasses.html
http://www.monkeyglasses.com/about-monkeyglasses.html


 

As an example, one of our collections has sustainable leather on the frame. This leather is made in 

Italy and has got many certifications including.  

- Der Blaue Engel 

- Golden M 

- Full cycle leather. 

- Serval ISO numbers.  (Unfortunately, we cannot inform the specific ISO numbers in this interview, 

since we are a smaller company, that experiences many attempts of copying our products and 

concept. ☺)  

 

Traceability: 

Can we trace the supply of the product back to the original manufacturer?  

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

Yes, since we have no sub suppliers, we work in close cooperation with our manufacturers and 

suppliers. 

 

Can we trace the supply of materials back to the original raw materials? 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to trace back the cotton and wood pulp to the original raw 

materials, but we have control in the extent we can, e.g. the sustainable leather, that has the full 

cycle leather certificate, that means having full control of each production step.  

 

Manufacture: 

In terms of labour used at the factory – can we be reassured that the standards within the 

manufacturing factory are humane and ethical? 

- Does the manufacturer and/or supplier employ children to work at any of its facilities?  

- Is the workers freedom of movement unreasonably constrained by the manufacturer and/or 

supplier? 

- Do employees receive a fair wage for their work (at or above national minimum wage)? 

- Do employees have reasonable work hours? 

- Are there safety precautions in place for workers? 

- What policies and /or management systems are in place to ensure worker health and safety? 

- Does the manufacturer and/or supplier have any labour related certifications (e.g. fair trace, 

social accountability, unionized)? 



 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

All of our suppliers comply the guidelines in UN’s Global Compact on corporate social responsibility. 

We are in contact with the manufactures continually, and visits the factory several times a year to 

make sure that these high standards are maintained and that everything is as it should be. – latest 

visit was in March 2017. 

 

Materials: 

- Are any of the materials used in the manufacture of the product considered harmful to the 

environment? 

- Do the materials used make the frame come from a natural and sustainable source? 

- What is the environmental impact of the material and processes used to make the product? (Are 

toxins relased into the environment during manufacture?) 

- Does the product contain any plastic? If so, is it a pure or composite material? 

- Is the plastic a petroleum based plastic or natural-based acetate? 

- Does the product contain metal alloys? In what concentrations? 

- Does the product contain any dyes, paints or other additives? If so, is the chemical information 

available? 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

Our products are mare from biodegradable raw materials like natural-based acetate, that consists 

of cotton and wood pulp - ours has more than 95 % cotton. Cotton acetate is a nature-friendly 

material that is difficult to produce. As mentioned earlier, our collection with sustainable leather has 

got many certifications, ensuring a sustainable production. Our few metal parts are made of 

stainless steel.  

 

monkeyglasses® has got a ZERO WASTE program, where we turn waste material from the eyewear 

production, into jewelry and other accessories.  

 

Furthermore, we have developed a special polish kit for monkeyglasses®, that contains an Organic 

shampoo based on organic coconut, a handmade brush of goat hair and a recycled microfiber 

polish cloth.  

 

 



 

Packaging: 

Does the manufacturer and/or supplier make any attempt to reduce the environmental impact of 

their packaging? 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

All eyewear from monkeyglasses® comes in a hardcover case made of reused paper and cans. 

And our display material is made from recycled cardboard material.  

 

Recycling: 

Is the product or raw material of the product recyclable? 

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 

Yes, the raw material we use for our frames is biodegradable. And so is the cases and decoration 

materials. But before the life of a pair of monkeyglasses® or any pair of glasses, comes to an end, 

we try to give it new life, by collecting and sending old glasses to less fortunate people. We 

cooperate with a center in Trivandrum, India, were old glasses are given new life, and brings great 

joy.   

Carbon Footprint: 

 

This is currently not possible due to the high cost of investigating the carbon footprint of individual 

products. We hope to introduce this service soon, if the costs can be reduced.  

 

monkeyglasses® answer: 
 

Our Carbon Footprint is 266g Co2 

 

We have investigated this matter for our products, and only 266g of Co2 is created in the activities 

of making one pair of monkeyglasses®. (In comparison, it takes 2000g of Co2 to produce a pair of 

jeans) 

 

 

End note:  

We believe, that sustainability should be for everyone.  

Let’s be part of the solution, rather than the problem, when it comes to creating a better 

future for our planet, and of cause: “Look good while doing good”  

 

Best wishes from the monkeyglasses®’Team  


